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GOT AN IDEA FOR AN EVENT?

Vol 50 No 2

WE WANT TO HEAR
ABOUT IT!
One of the most common criticisms voiced by members of the BMW CCA is the lack
of events for members, aside from active driving events. The CT Valley Chapter Board
of Directors is always looking for new and interesting ideas for events to increase
camaraderie amongst the club. If you have any ideas for an event that the club could
sponsor in some way, feel free to reach out to any of the board members. These events
can range from go-karting, skiing, ice skating, brewery tours, bowling, or even just an
informal get together at a local restaurant/pub. Contact information can be found on the
CT Valley Chapter website at: http://www.ctvalley.org/contact/
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f you have experience using Adobe InDesign software, and better still

President

have a license for it, you can become an important part of publishing the

Paul Frickenhaus, Editor | pfrickenhaus@ctvalley.org

CT Valley Chapter’s quarterly newsletter, Die Zeitung. We could use your

Vice President

help to turn the materials that make up DZ – mostly MS Word documents

Dave Mucciacciaro, Activities | dmucciacciaro@ctvalley.org

and photo files in a variety of formats and resolutions – into a PDF file

Secretary

which is distributed to our members directly via email and made available

Bob Morin, Foundation Liaison | bmorin@ctvalley.org

through a link on the CT Valley’s website.

21 | THE EFFECTS OF WORLD EVENTS ON
THE CAR YOU DRIVE
22| HOLIDAY PARTY

at Hoffman BMW of Waterbury

23 | SPRING HDPE AT LRP

Treasurer

You would be working primarily with the DZ Editor and may occasionally

Dave Ortoli, Street Survival | dortoli@ctvalley.org

collaborate with other CVC Board members. Targeted publication dates

Members-At-Large

are the last weeks of February, May, August and November each year. It

John Bate | jbate@ctvalley.org

will be appreciated if you could volunteer your skills and service to the CT

Rai Blanchette, Social Media | rblanchette@ctvalley.org

Valley Chapter or for a reasonable stipend.

NE E

03 | BOARD MEMBERS

2022BOARDMEMBERS

D
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!

If you are interested in this opportunity to contribute to

Roger Chartier, Advertising | rchartier@ctvalley.org

your Club, please contact the DZ Editor, Paul

Patrick Delany, Driving Events | cvc-dec@comcast.net

Frickenhaus, at pfrickenhaus@ctvalley.org to discuss

Chris Foote, Social Media | cfoote@ctvalley.org

further details and get answers to any questions you

Nathan Sartwell, Membership, Social Media |
nsartwell@ctvalley.org

may have.

Jerri Wiley | jwiley@ctvalley.org
Thanks for considering this important way to contribute

to your Club!

Heather Centrella, Communications | hcentrella@ctvalley.org

Willy Wiley | wwiley@ctvalley.org
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PRESIDENT’S
COLUMN

DZ INFORMATION
Die Zeitung is published quarterly by the BMW CCA Connecticut Valley
Chapter, P.O.Box 432, Hartford, CT 06141
This newsletter and all of its content shall remain the sole property of the BMW
CCA Connecticut Valley Chapter, Inc. All information supplied herein is
provided by, and exclusively for, the members of the Club.

“… roll down the window and let the wind
blow back your hair…”
Bruce Springsteen, Thunder Road

We’ve slogged through another winter and as
spring turns into summer we emerge from our
cocoons into the fresh air and sunlight. For what
seems like a never-ending era, we have to some
degree been insular, isolated and masked. This
only adds to the pleasure of release from
self-imposed but necessary sheltering and
isolation.
So ask yourself, when was the last time you
opened the sunroof, rolled all the windows down,
or better still, dropped the top on the convertible?
What a sense of release and freedom can be
found by peeling back the shields that divide us
from the world we live in. Exchange our narrow
stares at the patches of glass in our hands, on our
laps and desks for the wider view of the living,
breathing world around us. Feel the breezes and
sunlight on our skin, smell the new-mown grass or
a smoky outdoor grill, hear the birds and frogs
chatting, take in the color of fresh leaves and
blossoms.
Our cars, no matter what their body style, can all
become recreational vehicles. All we need to do is
make the decision to take the scenic route on our
daily commute, go the “back way” to the supermarket. Better still, let’s point our rides towards
purely fun and frivolous destinations like a car
meet, road rally, racetrack, picnic or to a rural drivein for a frosty ice cream cone or shake. Lots of
these opportunities await you in the pages ahead.
Heck, why am I telling you all this? You are a
member of the BMW Car Club. You have an appreciation for vehicles that are designed to put the
fun in functional.
The Germans have an
expression: Freude am Fahren – The Joy of
Driving…Let’s do this thing!

The Club is in no way associated with the importer, BMW NA, or any other
agents of the Bayerische Motoren Werke AktienGesellschaft, Munchen,
Freistaat Bayern, Deutschland.
The Club assumes no liability for the information presented herein. It should be
noted that, unless so stated, none of the information bears the status of
“Factory Approved.” The ideas, opinions and suggestions expressed herein
are those of the authors and are not necessarily endorsed by the Club. No
authentication is implied by the editor or publisher. Modifications to vehicles
within the warranty period may void the warranty, in part or in full. Permission
is hereby granted to reproduce any material herein provided full credit is given
to the author and the Connecticut Valley Chapter.

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Membership in the BMW Car Club of America is $58.00 yearly and includes a
one year subscription to Roundel, the national publication of the club and to
Die Zeitung, the publication of the Connecticut Valley Chapter. Associate
membership is available for $10.00 per year and does not receive
publications.
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FOR A GOOD TIME…
Whether you are new to to the Club or have been one of the nearly 1,700 members of the
Connecticut Valley Chapter for years or even decades, there are many diverse opportunities to
enjoy the fellowship of Club members and our shared appreciation for fine cars by participating in
Club events throughout the year. Beyond reading DZ, BimmerLife and the Roundel magazines to
keep in touch with what’s going on, you are heartily welcomed to become an active part of what we
do. Here are some things you may consider:
•

Articles and other materials intended for inclusion in Die Zeitung should be
sent to DZ@CTValley.org. Copyright information must be included with all
items submitted for publication.

ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The DZ is published in full color and distributed electronically to our members
and the public. It reaches approximately 1,700 enthusiastic BMW Club
members and receives views from all over the world. We provide URL links to
our advertisers websites directly from the eZine.

ANNUAL RATES
Full page - $1,295
Half page - $795
Quarter page - $475
Business card - $285
Full color camera ready art should be emailed to
Roger Chartier at RChartier@CTValley.org

Chapter events may be photographed or recorded and subsequent images
published in the Chapter newsletter or other BMW CCA publications.
Attendance at Chapter events constitutes permission by all participants for
public release of images from the event.

Offer an idea for an event for members to participate in whether it’s automotive-related or not.
Board members will happily help to get these going!

•

Volunteer to help out at events like street survival, High Performance Driving Schools or the
Hospitality Compound at Lime Rock Park. We always welcome enthusiastic helpers - no
experience necessary.

•

Share on the Chapter’s social media sites @ctvalleybmwcca: Facebook, Instagram

•

Write an article for the DZ or one of the national magazines. We’ll get you published.

•

Join a committee to work with board members on specific areas like advertising, sponsorship,
publishing, event planning and more.

To join, go online: https://cdn.bmwcca.org/static/join/index.html

USE OFIMAGES STATEMENT
—Paul

NEW MEMBERS AND A MESSAGE

Vol 50 No 2

•

Or just show up at any of these events you’ll find on the Chapter’s calendar.

It’s Easy!!!

Reach out any time to your Chapter’s Board members here!

WELCOME

NEWMEMBERS
Dominic Amaturo
George Ames
Denise Ames
John Atkin
Larry Barnett
Randy Barrett
Toni Berrios
Doug Billings
Chris Casazza
Justin Clark
Mitchell Cullis
Ronald DAndrea
Dominic DeCarlo

Jim Deloy
Jeremie Elliott
Jasnina Elliott
Doug Fernandez
Pam Ferrandino
Anthony Ferrandino
Reid Ferris
David Frease
Ronald Giacobbe
Casey Golec
Linda Goodman
Chris Gorski
Linda Greene

Ezra Griffith
Thomas Haar
Michael Harrell
Jeffrey Hayat
Trevor Hermance
David Juneau
Edward Juozokas
David Kaiser
Indra Keliuotis
Barry Knott
Juergen Kremer
Grace Lau
Hock Lau

Michael LoPresti
Nicholas Lorentzen
Ajay Madkekar
Samuel Maduabueke
Jeff Marquis
Sean McInerney
Kate McInerney
Greg Mendoza
David Miller
Mikayla Mitchell
Brendan Murphy
Eric Pettes
Joanne Procopio
Joseph Procopio
Jeffrey Raphel
Mark Reeves
David Rowe
Kenneth Sargavakian
Nathan Serra
Daniel Seymour
Steven Shaw
Gregory Shaw
Theo Singh
Beth Taylor
Robert Zelikson
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FCP EURO MOTORING MEET AT LIME ROCK PARK
Featuring BMW

Y

By RAI BLANCHETTE

ou know those days when - despite being a night owl - you

The turnout at Lime Rock was spectacular, as were the cars

spring out of bed before the alarm clock wakes you? Well,

themselves.

Everything from pristine, unmodified E9s to

at 0530 hours on Sunday morning the 24rd of April, I did just

heavily customized F87s. The paddock lot was also filled with

that. Grabbed some coffee, went to a close friend’s place to

some incredible “off-brand” cars, including a visit from the

join him and his young sons for a short road trip to Lime Rock

Litchfield Lotus Group on their first drive event of the season.

Park for FCP Euro’s new hit Sunday Motoring Meet series.

There was something to satiate all automotive palates.

BMW was the featured car maker for this event. We had just
completed a comprehensive routine service (at work) on his
brother’s black Z3M “clown shoe” slick top. So we hooked up
with him to caravan the rest of the way through the wonderful

It was a true pleasure to walk among enthusiasts and
motorheads alike. I very much look forward to next year, and I do
believe we’ll need to bring along our own CVC Chapter tent.

twisties of Northwest Connecticut.

See more event photos here!
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3.0 CSL, Street and Race

The First (L) and Last (R) E30 M3 VINs imported to the US

THEPOWEROF M:CELEBRATING50YEARS
A New Exhibit Opens at The Ultimate Driving Museum

BMW M8 GTE IMSA GTLM
Race Car with M8
Competition Pace Car in
the background

Story and Photos By BOB MORIN

I

t was a busy couple of weeks in mid-

the 16th of May, the exhibit opened to

spectators. The Foundation booth had

May at the BMW CCA Foundation

the public and the next day a group of

a steady flow of visitors throughout

Ultimate Driving Museum as they

Z Club members from Florida passed

the day.

kicked off their new exhibit for 2022,

through for a tour.

So, what’s the new exhibit like? On

The Power of M: Celebrating 50 Years.
It began on Friday, May 13th when

Then,

the

display, you will see 25 BMW cars and

there

for

Museum hosted its traditional Open

one BMW motorcycle. Not only M cars

///M

House in conjunction with The Vintage

from M1 to M8, but a 1972 3.0 CSL

weekend. Nearly 400 guests toured

Batmobile and 3.0 CSL race car, a

the exhibit that day and also strolled

2002 turbo, and the first-ever M

through the Founder’s Garden, or just

motorcycle from BMW Motorrad, the

enjoyed some of the offerings from

M1000 RR. You’ll see a street M1, an

the two food trucks on hand.

M1 Procar, then an E30 M3 street car

was

exhibition

a
car

VIP

Reception

owners

and

Chapter members that included a
panel

discussion

featuring

Jackie

Jouret, the author of the exhibition
book series, as well as Erik Wensberg,
Larry Koch, Matt Russell and Tom

Friday,

May

20th,

next to a Steve Soper raced DTM E30

Plucinsky, all of whom know a thing or

.The following day, Foundation staff

M3 on loan from BMW Group Classic

two about M cars! The next day the

and volunteers took the show on the

in Munich.

exhibit was open to those attending

road up to Hot Springs, NC for The

represented by an M3 LTW and the

the previous evening’s festivities, as

Vintage, where over 500 vintage

Valvoline GT2 race car familiar to IMSA

Chapter

BMWs were on display and many more

PTG BMW racing fans from that era

member ticket holders. On Monday,

non-vintage BMWs brought additional

and of course, a Z3 M Coupe (clown

well

8

on

as

additional

///M

The E36 chassis is

M1 Procar adjacent
to M1 street version
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EVENTS CALENDAR

Race and Super Taikyu Series winning E86 Z4 M
Coupe with Roundel Editor Satch Carlson’s Z4 M
roadster in the background (below)

The 8 X Jeff Koons M8 Art car (above)

Click here for the current calendar of events organized by
the CT Valley Chapter and other interesting happenings

shoe). There are many additional M
street and race cars of each series
and chassis variation on display. For a
complete view of the cars (and
motorcycle) on exhibit check out this
link:

Exhibits
One last minute addition was a 1 of 99
built Jeff Koons M8 Art Car, THE 8 X
JEFF KOONS. This is the first publicly
offered (although extremely limited
production) BMW Art Car and features
the artwork of Jeff Koons, the artist
who produced the 17th BMW Art Car
an M3 GT2 that raced at LeMans in
2010. If you’d like to learn more, check
it out at:

The 8 X Jeff Koons
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Of course, there is much more to the
exhibit than the 25 Bimmer cars and
the one Beemer motorcycle. If you
have the opportunity to visit, be sure
to check out the various other
memorabilia and displays, not least of
which is a BMW Williams F1 Team V10
F1 engine, displayed on a stand for
closer examination. And finally, there
was one last special surprise for
visitors during The Vintage weekend,
as the Foundation had the very first

and the very last E30 M3 VIN imported
to the U.S. The former was sent to Ray
Korman where it was raced in the
Firehawk Series, while the latter was
kept by BMW NA until it was auctioned
off during a Lime Rock “Pave the Park”
event back in the day. Sheila and I
were actually in the crowd during that
auction and witnessed the purchase
by one David Hobbs at the time. It is
now part of the BMW collection of
BMW CCA Foundation Board of
Trustees President, Lance White, and
is still probably the lowest mileage
E30 M3 in the U.S.
If you would like more information
about the Ultimate Driving Museum,
visit:

BMW Manufacturing and its Zentrum
Museum,

the

BMW

Performance

Stay updated on current events at our website! Click here.

Center East, and the BMW CCA
National Headquarters, so why not just
make it a BMW enthusiast’s wish list
trip for this year? And if you can’t get
there in person, visit the Foundation’s

Check out Tony’s Imported Auto here!

online store where you can purchase
the exhibit book and various other
exhibit and museum swag:

BMWCCA Swag

The first EVER BMW M Motorcycle:
The M1000 RR (below)

The Ultimate Driving
Museum
Or, for information about the BMW
CCA Foundation, check out:

BMW CCA Foundation
Without a doubt, if you are traveling
anywhere near Greer, SC between
now and January 21st, 2023, make it a
point to stop in and see this amazing
exhibit. And of course, if you are in the
area, you are also a stone’s throw from
11

SIMONIZ GARAGE OPEN HOUSE 2022
By TIM HEALEY

O

n Saturday, March 12th, 16 hearty
Chapter

Members

braved

Mother Nature’s Winter Scorn to
gather in West Hartford and learn from
the best how to go about properly
cleaning our prized vehicles.

Will

Gorra, owner of The Simoniz Garage,
informed,

educated

and

demonstrated for us the importance
of using the right cleaning materials,
the correct tools, and the proper
methods to make our Bimmers shine
(and hold their value!).

This Simoniz

Garage is also a major training facility
for the Simoniz brand as well as a
highly

regarded,

well

respected

cleaning and detailing shop.
Following lunch and snacks provided
by the Chapter, we gathered in their
Customer Lounge where Will traced
some of the history of Simoniz as it
was his grandfather and father, both
chemical engineers, who started the
business. This isn’t just a job for him
and his Staff – it’s in his genes!

Check out Airport Autobody! Click here.

After educating us on materials from
carnauba to silicon to ceramics, he
responded to questions from the
attending masses ranging from why
use microfiber towels and how to
properly clean them, to safely using
waterless cleaners when there is no
access to a hose & bucket or it’s too
cold to wash one’s car on the driveway.

Another
noteworthy
nugget
of
information: tire dressing sprays – yes,
most of us know you should clean
(scrub) the sidewall before spraying on
a dressing. But it is the ‘why’ that gave
us that ‘aha moment’:
silicon, a
common ingredient in spray-on tire
dressing, will dry into a solid
particulate.
If not cleaned and
scrubbed off, the newly applied
dressing will not adhere to the
sidewall.
There was also significant discussion
and ‘clearing the air’ about using
automated car washes including
‘touchless’ and conventional ‘tunnel’
systems. Given Will’s family history,
proper chemical properties of the
emulsions used at a car wash – when
to use low pH or high pH materials, low
pressure or high pressure, for example
– was particularly informative and
welcomed knowledge.
And, yes,
among the best car washes in
Connecticut use Simoniz products,
but they are not the exact same ones
they use in the detailing services they
perform in their shop because the
method of application is so different.
Said another way, the materials are
blended
to
optimize
their
effectiveness based on how they are
applied and in what order.
Will and his Site Manager, Logan, then
took us out into the Shop area.
Demonstrating the utmost confidence

in their products and training, Logan
had set up the tailgate from his
personal pickup truck on a pair of
sawhorses and proceeded to take
sandpaper to the paint!! Whereafter,
following what Will had previously
described in his presentation, Logan
went through a three-step process
using a series of liquid cream
compounding
materials
and
appropriate application pads on a
slow-speed orbital buffer to magically
restore the surface and luster to the
tailgate all in about 10 minutes! Stellar
work that reinforced the premise of
the right materials, correct tools, and
proper technique.
Will and Logan were great hosts and
made us feel very welcome. The
Chapter kicked in several Chapter logo
prizes that were awarded via a blind
drawing.
And Will and Logan
generously provided each Attendee
with a microfiber towel, a spray bottle
of ceramic detailing liquid and a can of
tire shine.
If this sounds like a great way to spend
a couple hours on a Saturday
afternoon with fellow BMWCCA
members, keep your Chapter in mind
as we intend to be back here next year!
The Simoniz Garage
283 Park Road
West Hartford, CT 06119
www.simonizgaragewh.com
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CAFFEINE & CARBURETORS CONTINUES…
A Car Lover’s Delight

Those who live in and around Fairfield
County are fortunate to have easy access
to an amazing series of “Meetings” each
year. They are the Caffeine & Carburetors
events organized by Founder, Doug
Zumbach, in New Canaan, CT. You needn’t
hail from that corner of the state to join
these events. Those in the know came
from New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts and beyond to be part of
the fun.
After the success of the first-time BMW
Corral at last year’s autumn event held in
beautiful Waveny Park, Doug was kind
enough to designate an entire parking lot
to BMW owners for the 2022 season in
downtown New Canaan. Despite another
car meet being held concurrently at Lime
Rock Park, where BMW was the featured
marque, there were more cars than could
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BY PAUL FRICKENHAUS

fit in the entire lot set aside for us at the
season kickoff event held April 24th. That
beautiful day was followed by another one
on May 22nd. For a few magical hours on
those Sunday mornings, eye-popping
arrays of rare and special Bimmers were
assembled as their enthusiastic owners
admired each other’s prides and joy with
mutual appreciation. There were 2002’s,
both pristine and with some patina, an i8,
a Z8, and a Z1 with less than 3K miles on
the odo. Two very rare Alpina B7s were
parked side by side as well as three Clown
Shoe Z3M coupes and M cars galore. A
few pictures are shared here to whet your
appetite, but for a bigger bite, take a look
at the larger collection on the CVC
Instagram account:

Better still, show up at the next events
and be a part of the fun. There is no
admission or entry fee required for any of
the Caffeine & Carburetors events. So
mark your calendar for the other Caffeine
& Carburetors meetings coming up later
this year.

@ctvalleybmwcca

Caffeine & Carburetors

September 18, 2022
Pine Street, New Canaan
(with the BMW Corral in the
Morse Court parking lot)

October 23, 2022
Waveny Park, New Canaan
And for more information about the Caffeine & Carburetors series check out the
website:
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RE

M

INDER

CT VALLEY CHAPTER’S SOCIAL MEDIA PAGE

We are very excited to now have an active presence in the
Facebook / Instagram realm. Our ultimate goal is to utilize the FB /
IG platforms as memory banks to help nurture our community
through BMW-related posts of life events, not just CVC sanctioned
events.

Please send anything you would like shared / posted to any of our
Social Media Coordinators via email, Facebook Messenger or
Instagram Chat.

We invite your submissions for both CCA and non-CCA eventrelated photos - not limited to any particular culture. We request
BMW themed subjects such as family photos (road trips, birthdays,
camping trips, sports, picnics, rallyes, etc.), enthusiast builds, car
care, photoshoot images and the like. The idea is for these shared
photos to be posted periodically (as received), allowing our large
community to coexist vicariously through them.

Our SMCs’ email addresses are:
RBlanchette@CTValley.org
CFoote@CTValley.org
NSartwell@CTValley.org

Our “handle” is: @ctvalleybmwcca

We wholeheartedly welcome your contributions so we may
continue to grow our great online community, building stronger
networking at our in-person events!

VO

Stay updated on current events at our website!

AUTOMOBILIA OPEN HOUSE
How do you protect your car?

TE

TESLA PARKING QUIZ

V

aroom! The V10 of the Audi R8
rumbled to life and echoed

through the garage, spilling outside
into the parking lot. Thus, our visit to
Automobilia in West Haven began.
This is one of the rare chapter events
where the members’ cars were rivaled
by the customers’ cars parked in the
shop.

Besides

the

Audi,

other

customer cars in the process of being
worked on included a 2022 Porsche
911 Turbo S, a brand-new BMW M5, a
new Tesla Plaid, a Porsche Macan, and
a BMW M4. We had a wide variety of
members’ cars on hand, ranging from
a 1986 325 to a 2022 X3, including
three Z4’s.

How did this car end up here?

TAKE THE QUIZ HERE
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Christian Mead and Alex Jones,
Automobilia’s partners, gave us a great
tour of the facility, and explained all of
the processes they can do to keep
your car looking great. All of the
products they use are from XPEL, an
official partner of BMW. The company
has been in this business for over 20
years, working with both dealerships
and individual customers.

By DAVE ORTOLI

Christian started with window tints,
which can be used just on the inside of
the windshield or all around to help
lower the temperatures inside the
vehicle, and cut down on glare. There
is also a protective film for the
windshield, to protect it from rock
chips and abrasion.
We then moved on to the area for
protective film for body panels. The
M5 was in the process of having this
applied to the entire car. If desired,
one of the options is protecting front
facing surfaces. The newer film is
even self-healing!
The next step is a ceramic coating. As
opposed to the film, which offers
protection against rock chips and
such, the ceramic coating prevents
damage to the paint from problems
like acid rain, bird droppings, road tar,
etc. It can be applied directly to the
paint or over the protective film too.
The 911 Turbo S had received the full
treatment of film and ceramic coating;
in fact, its owner stopped by to pick up
the car while we were there.

There is also a separate wash booth, to
make sure the vehicle is super clean
before any work is started. The high
degree of cleanliness is evident
throughout the facility, from the neat
arrangement of everything in the shop
to the sealed epoxy floor coating to
the positive pressure air filtration
system.
From detailing and paint repair/
correction
through
full
paint
protection, Automobilia can keep your
beloved vehicle looking as good as or
better than the day it rolled out of the
factory.
Attention to detail and
professionalism are the hallmarks of
their work.
We want to thank Christian and Alex
for taking the time to show us their
facility, explain the products they use,
and answer all of our questions.
Automobilia Auto Salon
550 Island Ln. Unit #10
West Haven, CT 06516
https://www.automobiliaautosalon.com/
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I

t all started late in the summer of 2021 when I
realized the sixth generation of the M3 would

be coming stateside. From pictures and initial
media

photos,

fantastic.

the

car

looked

absolutely

I did however share some folk’s

sentiments about the looks of the newly

CAPTURING A UNICORN

designed front grill but that wasn’t enough to keep me from pursuing

STORY BY NATE SARTWELL
PHOTOS BY NATE SARTWELL AND STEVEN KLUCIK

it. I was fortunate enough to drive one of the demo cars at New
Country BMW during a launch event. This one was an M4 with the ZF
eight speed automatic transmission.

I thought it was absolutely

amazing. I had always told myself I would only buy a new M3 if it was
all wheel drive. As we all know, that had never been an option for the
M3. So though I drooled over the new M3, I knew it wasn’t going to
be a great fit as a daily driver without an all-wheel drive system.
Shortly thereafter, I heard some buzz about the new M3 potentially
having the X-drive system. I told myself if that were to come to pass,
I would get one. As soon as I heard the news that it was going to be
released I spoke with Tim Parker at New Country BMW and began my
order process. I was extremely excited to select options and begin
the build of the new G80 M3. I kept the options list very simple, but
very aggressive and track oriented.

I specified the Executive

package, M Drive Professional and in my opinion the most beautiful
interior/exterior combination BMW has ever offered. The exterior is
Isle of Man green over a Kyalami orange interior with the carbon fiber
buckets which, along with the Carbon Fiber interior trim, provides
great visual pleasure.
The order process started in late summer of 2021. Once the order
was finalized and placed it took under three months to take delivery
of the car. It was a very exciting process! I was able to watch via BMW
online as the car went through multiple stages of the build process.
Once the car was completed and sent to the port authority in
Germany, I was then able to track the ship it was on, watching it
across the Atlantic Ocean to New Jersey. The Initial plan was to
participate in the Performance Delivery Program in South Carolina.
However, because of Covid restrictions and a lot of canceled
appointments, I was uncertain it would be possible to do that in the
timeframe I needed to receive the car. So I unfortunately had to forgo
that opportunity. Fortunately I was able to take delivery of the car on
December 22, 2021 as one of the first 2022 models delivered to the
US. Happily, it was a beautifully warm winter day in Hartford.
The car is beyond my expectations not only for its driving and
handling, but also the in-person looks.

There is no longer any

question as to whether I like the front grill or not. The answer is an
absolute yes! That grill in person is so amazing and it really fits the
overall design of that car. Since receiving the car I have enjoyed it
during several track days. It has performed flawlessly. It’s also my
daily driver and we use in every aspect of our family’s life. I am so
fortunate and thankful for the opportunity to own and drive such an
incredible machine.
Many thanks to Tim Parker, John Cone, and all the people who made
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this G80 a reality.
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BMW CCA DAYS
For the IMSA Northeast Grand Prix at Lime Rock Park
July 15th & 16th, 2022

W

ith the help of our generous sponsors, BMW of North
America and New Country BMW of Hartford, CT, once

again this year we are able to work with Lime Rock Park to offer
BMW

class, all in the new M4 GT3. Turner Motorsport will also
compete in the Michelin Pilot Challenge with a 2-car team in the
GS Class running the M4 GT4.

CCA

members

Tickets may only
be purchased by
calling Lime Rock
directly at (860)
4 3 5 - 5 0 0 0 ,
w e e k d a y s
between 9:00 AM
and 5:00 PM. Have
your BMW CCA
Membership
Number at the
ready.

an

e x c l u s i v e
opportunity
purchase

to
tickets

for the July 15th
and

16th

Northeast

IMSA
Grand

Prix at Lime Rock
Park.

Tickets will

include

race

admission

and

THE EFFECTS OF WORLD EVENTS
ON THE CAR YOU DRIVE

BMW CCA Corral
parking.
included

Also
is

a

hospitality tent on the hillside overlooking the main straight
which provides shade from the sun or shelter from the rain, plus
CCTV coverage of the on-track action with live timing & scoring

For all of the details and ticket pricing, visit:

CCA DAYS

as well as video of all the action. And, as always, we are also
providing lunch, water and assorted carbonated beverages, and
a ticket for one beer or wine. Additional beer and wine will be
available from a cash bar. Lastly, there will be the chance to win
some terrific door prizes each day. Tickets are available for
Friday only, Saturday only, or as a weekend package.
Racing will feature both the IMSA WeatherTech SportsCar
Championship and the Michelin Pilot Challenge. For the
WeatherTech SportsCar Championship, BMW Team RLL is
expected to compete in the GTD Pro Class, while both Turner
Motorsports and Paul Miller Racing will be contesting the GTD

Why not join us in cheering for all of the BMWs and especially
Turner Motorsports on their home track where it all started for
Will Turner when he drove his first ever laps on track way back
when?
— Bob Morin, CVC Foundations Liaison

BY CHRIS FOOTE

T

he car market has dramatically changed since the rise of
COVID-19, and the effects of manufacturing and supply

issues have hit many markets other than vehicles. This past year
BMW has been shipping vehicles to the VDCs (Vehicle
Distribution Centers) without certain modules due to the
microchip shortage. New vehicles usually wait a few weeks for
the modules to be fitted, along with software programming,
before finally being transported to the dealership. While this
delay has frustrated customers and dealerships alike, cars were,
albeit slowly, making their way through production and ultimately
delivered to the customer.

BMW had hoped that the chip

shortage was going to be less of an
issue by the end of 2022.
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Just when we thought things were
starting to get better, another big
world issue occurred - the Russian
invasion of Ukraine. BMW, along with
many other manufacturers, had a
wiring supplier in the Western region
of Ukraine which supplied wiring
harnesses for BMW’s full line of
vehicles including Mini and Rolls

Royce. Initially the facility seemed to be unaffected by the
invasion, however as the weeks went on the facility workers
were called to fight against their adversary which left no one to
work at the plant. In today's world, vehicle wiring harnesses are
created specifically for individual vehicles. Manufacturing is so
efficient that it is actually more viable to create unique
harnesses for each vehicle specific to options ordered rather
than create a universal harness that can be used universally on a
chassis or model. The overall COVID pandemic and recent
Ukraine invasion has caused all manufacturers to think about
their “just-in-time” inventory measures for all parts required for
assembly. It is still quite common to see certain options or
features either being unavailable
or requiring a vehicle be ordered
by a sub-model or equipped with
“bundled” packages as a way of
simplifying build options and
improving part availability.
These continue to be difficult
times for all markets and supply
chains, and we can only hope that
things will get better in the coming
months.
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HOLIDAY PARTY

BY NATE SARTWELL

at Hoffman BMW of Waterbury

W

ell, there is nothing like a winter holiday party postponed
to the first week of May! (Thanks COVID) no really…Thank

You! It couldn’t have gone any better than it did! Though the
weather was much more welcoming than it would have been in
January, it was still a bit brisk outdoors. However the folks who
had to endure the incessant chilly breeze were the dynamic trio
from DiscoForno catering services. They kept warm by popping
some of the most scrumptious pizzas - made with hand
pressed dough, layered with whatever toppings we chose - in
and out of their brick oven on wheels. You name it, our dear
DiscoForno friends made it! Pairing nicely with the pizza was a
variety of chilled white and red wines from the famed Kirkland
vineyards of Costco! There was not an empty stomach in the
house, and the kids there make absolutely sure that the cookies
and brownies didn’t go to waste!
This event would not have been possible without the wonderful
hardworking staff at Hoffman BMW of Waterbury. I want to
extend a personal thank you to Jason, the General Manager as
well as Ashley and Brandon, the Sales Managers of this stateof-the-art dealership. We could not have asked for better
ambiance, between the clean open space and the spectacular
array of cars! I also want to highlight all of the additional Hoffman
staff, Karl, Misak, Tayron, and Guntaas, who stayed after hours to
answer questions, educate everyone on the new EV production
models, and offer their presence, sharing camaraderie and fun

with like-minded individuals. Their assistance to our club
members and investment of their personal time was deeply
appreciated. Lastly, but surely not least, I want to thank Callie. If
not for all of her planning and close attention to detail, this event
would not have run as smoothly.
One of the focal points of the evening was all the raffle of
coveted door prizes that the Hoffman Auto Group so kindly
donated to our event. If I am not mistaken, every member
walked away with a BMW lifestyle gift - from Motorsport
lanyards, to hats and bags, and even a men’s BMW timepiece.
We also gave away five brand new BMW M5’s! Just kidding, I
wanted to see if people were still reading!
Finally, I want to thank all of the members of the Car Club who
were in attendance! At the end of the day, events like this
wouldn’t happen if it weren’t for the members of this club, their
families and friends. As I looked around to see everyone
engaging in this wonderful environment, it made me happy to
see all the smiling faces, the laughter, and the enjoyment of
each other’s company. For all those who were not able to make
it, we missed you but hope you will join us next time because we
all left with incredible gifts!

Looking forward to the next holiday party….
or any party!

Check out more photos here!

PHOTOS BY STEVEN KLUCIK

SPRING HDPE
at Lime Rock Park
BY PAUL FRICKENHAUS

The first HPDE event of the year was held
April 16th at Lime Rock Park, along with skid
pad and autocross sessions the preceding
day. Though there were periods of rain
during the HPDE, the wet weather did not
dampen the spirits of the participants which
included HPDE Coordinator Pat Delany on
track in his E92 M3. Here are a few photos
from the day, many of which are courtesy of
Steven Klucik.
To view the full collection of photos from the
event, go to the Chapter’s Instagram page.
Our “handle” is: @ctvalleybmwcca
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